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3Time for Better English

About this Book

Time for Better English Foundation is the first in a 
series that introduces ‘explicit teaching’ for grammar, 
punctuation, spelling, the understanding of text 
types and writing scaffolds.  Activities have been 
developed around the NAPLAN framework for 
reading, along with specific directives and guidelines 
from the National Curriculum.

This book will assist a student to develop an 
understanding of grammar, conventions in 
punctuation, methods for learning spelling and 
writing skills.  It will gradually introduce the student 
to various text types.  Visual texts are included along 
with the written.  The grammar and punctuation 
aspects will build from unit to unit, giving the student 
adequate practice in basic areas and rules.  

In each unit a specific area of grammar is presented 
for the student.  Activities to practise the specific 
part of grammar are provided to help in the 
understanding and application of that grammar in  
his or her writing.  

Different conventions for punctuation are also 
defined for the student.  These are then followed by 
examples and activities.  As a student completes a 
unit, knowledge about the convention will build. This 

will then be reflected in 
the student’s writing.

A variety of spelling 
activities are covered 
throughout the book. 
The aim being to give 
the student a solid 
basis of phonics as well as familiarising them with 
the spelling of simple sight words.  Later in the book, 
the Look, Cover, Write, Check method is introduced, 
along with word building, recognising incorrect 
spelling and supplying missing letters, the aim being 
to lead on to Book 1.

The student is encouraged to complete a writing 
activity in each unit.  Writing topics are provided to 
help the student construct meaningful texts for a 
specific purpose.

Using Time for Better English Foundation will help 
the student develop necessary skills in English.  
With ‘explicit teaching’ and practice activities, the 
student will gain an understanding of language 
and its conventions.  With that understanding, the 
student will develop confidence in using grammar, 
punctuation and spelling when creating written text.
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Message to Parents
This book will help parents understand grammar, punctuation, spelling and writing. Use that 
understanding to help your child develop the skills to be confident in all aspects of English. 
Encourage, praise and help where you can at home. Your encouragement will play a big part in 
your child’s learning at school and beyond.

Time for Better English 
Foundation
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4 Time for Better English

An Overview for each unit of work is provided to help the busy teacher impart knowledge and 
understanding of conventions in English. The teacher can use this Overview to register work covered 
in each unit.

Foundation Programme Overview

Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

1 Reading skills: 
pairs Names of objects Lower case words Words beginning with ‘m’

2 Reading skills: 
differences Names of objects Lower case words Words beginning with ‘a’

3 Reading skills: 
smallest Names of objects Simple sentences Copying  

sentences Words beginning with ‘t’

4 Reading skills: 
largest Nouns Simple sentences Copying  

sentences Words beginning with ‘i’

5
Following 

directions to 
colour a picture

Adjectives Adjectives in  
sentences

Capital letters  
for names Words beginning with ‘f’

6 Nursery rhyme-
Jack and Jill Nouns Capital letters  

for names Words beginning with ‘h’

7 Identifying wrong 
elements Verbs Simple sentences Capital letters  

for names  Words beginning with ‘b’

8 Reading skills:  
different direction Verbs Answering  

questions Questions marks Words beginning with ‘g’

9 Narrative Ben Nouns Building  
sentences

Using capital  
letters and full 

stops
Words beginning with ‘c’

10 Supplying missing 
parts Nouns Questions Copying questions  Words beginning with ‘p’

11 Narrative Finn Verbs Answering  
questions

Capital letters  
and full stops Words beginning with ‘s’

12
Matching  

sentences and 
pictures

Verbs
Drawing pictures 

to match  
sentences

Capital letters  
for names Words beginning with ‘d’

13
Matching  

sentences and 
pictures

Verbs Building  
sentences

Full stops and 
questions marks Words beginning with ‘r’

14 Description  
Children

Joining word 
‘and’

Finding ‘and’ in 
sentences

Identifying capital 
letters Words beginning with ‘n’

15
Identifying wrong 

elements in  
pictures

Nouns Completing  
sentences

Capital letters  
for names

Words with ‘o’ in the 
middle

Overview/Register
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5Time for Better English
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Foundation Programme Overview

Unit Text Type Grammar Sentences Punctuation Spelling Reg.

16 Report  
The Little Bus Adjectives Completing  

sentences
Capital letters  
and full stops Words ending in ‘n’

17 Narrative  
Jem and Abi Adjectives

Matching  
sentences to 

pictures
Capital letters for 

names Words beginning with ‘k’

18 Narrative  
Four children Verbs

Matching  
sentences to 

pictures
Full stop or  

question mark? Words beginning with ‘w’

19
Picture  

comprehension - 
Cricket

Rhyming words
Drawing pictures 

to match  
sentences

Capital letters  
and full stops Words ending in ‘l’

20 Report   
Birds Plural nouns

Matching  
sentences with 

pictures
Adding ‘s’ Choosing beginning sound

21
Picture  

comprehension – 
The Pet Show

Plural nouns Answering ‘yes’ 
or ‘no’ Adding ‘s’ Words ending in ‘g’

22 Poem  
Bob Rhyming words

Matching  
sentences to 

pictures
Full stop or  

question mark?  Words with ‘oo’ in them

23 Identifying  
sequence Adjectives

Matching  
sentences to 

pictures
Match upper and 
lower case letters Choosing beginning sound

24 Invitation Adjectives Is it a complete 
sentence?

Full stop or  
question mark? Words with ‘u’ in them

25 Recount   
Tim and Amy

Words that tell 
‘where’

Completing  
activity after  

reading sentence
Capital letters for 

names Words beginning with ‘sh’

26
Nursery rhyme – 
Hickory Dickory 

Dock
Words that tell 

‘where’
Is it a complete 

sentence?
Punctuating  
sentences Words with ‘y’ at the end

27 Labelling a face Nouns
Matching  

sentences with 
pictures

Exclamation marks
Missing letters 

Finding incorrect spelling
Word building

28 Recount   
The Zoo

Joining word 
‘and’

Matching  
sentences with 

pictures
Writing proper 
nouns correctly Words with ‘z’ in them

29 Narrative  
Darcy

Names of  
numbers

Matching  
sentences with 

pictures
Punctuating  
sentences

Missing letters
Finding incorrect spelling

30 Narrative  
Tilly Nouns Is it a complete 

sentence?
Punctuating  
sentences

Unjumbling words
Identifying incorrect  

spelling  Word building
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1. In each row circle the two things that go together.

Unit One  
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7Time for Better English

hat        bat       cat
me am top
tap it in
fun fan her
his my boy
ball bed girl
go get cat 
car cow peg
pin peg see
sit hop did
do door ran

A. Grammar
1. Draw a line from each picture to its shape.

B. Punctuation
2. Trace over each name.

Unit One  
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ball bed girl
go get cat 
car cow peg
pin peg see
sit hop did
do door ran

hat        bat       cat
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his my boy
ball bed girl
go get cat 
car cow peg
pin peg see
sit hop did
do door ran
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C. Spelling
1. Colour all the things that begin with ‘m’.

Unit One  

2. Trace over the word.

3. Copy the word three times.
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126 Time for Better English

Unit 1
Reading 1. Paper, pen;  drink bottle, lunchbox;   
socks, shoes; apple, banana.
Grammar 

1. 

 
 

Punctuation  2. Teacher
Spelling 1. Mouse, monkey, mop. 2./3. Teacher
Writing  Teacher

Unit 2
Reading 1. Cap, dog, broom, orange.
Grammar.

1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Punctuation 2./3. Teacher
Spelling 1. Apple, arm, ambulance. 2./3. Teacher
Writing Teacher

Unit 3
Reading

1. 3rd, 2nd, 1st, 4th.
Grammar

1. 

Punctuation 2. Teacher
Spelling 1. Top, tap, tree, tiger. 2./3. Teacher
Writing Teacher
 
Unit 4
Reading

1. 3rd, 2nd, 4th, 1st
 

Grammar

1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Punctuation Teacher
Spelling 1. it, is, in.  2./3. Teacher
Writing Teacher. The sentences must relate to the pictures.

Unit 5
Reading

1. Teacher.  The areas must match the colour key.
Grammar

1. Must have correct object and colour.
2. a. red   b. green  c. blue
Punctuation 3. Teacher
Spelling 1. Fish, fan, frog, flower  2./3. Teacher
Writing Teacher

Unit 6
Reading

1. 

Grammar

1. a. bat  b. top  c. cat  d. hat  e. fan
Punctuation 2. Teacher
Spelling 1. house, hand, hammer   2./3. Teacher
Writing Teacher. Stories must match the emotion of the 
child pictures.

Unit 7
Reading 1. The wrong elements in the picture are –  
the man and child in the rocking chair, the child in warm 
clothes, the cat and the flying saucer.
 

Answers

car

cow

cup

cat

can

cot

1 4

3 2
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